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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Pacific Fishery Management Council is advancing a catch share program to 
rationalize the West Coast non-whiting trawl fleet with an implementation deadline 
of January, 2011. The proposed program would downsize the existing trawl fleet and 
assign quota shares in the fishery to remaining members with the goals of 
“increase[ing] economic efficiency within the Pacific coast groundfish trawl fishery 
and reduc[ing]” bycatch.1 The program fails to address critical economic, social and 
ecological objectives, and currently stands to disadvantage crews, small owner-
operators, fishing communities and new entrants.  
 
In order to balance the interests of all affected parties, the Council needs to address 
several weaknesses in the program design. Economic flaws should be addressed 
through the inclusion of owner-on-board rules and caps on leasing, which would 
keep quota and lease costs affordable. In addition, an online quota exchange would 
increase market transparency, while auctions would improve quota market liquidity, 
 
To address social shortcomings, the Council’s proposal should invest in fishing 
communities by including them in initial allocations and facilitating the ability of 
communities and new entrants to purchase quota. Captains, crew and small 
operators should also be protected by being included in initial allocations, and 
monitoring costs should be revisited to ensure small operators are not unduly 
burdened.  
 
On the ecological front, the Council should create a system that allows fixed-gear 
vessels to harvest trawl quota through more equitable intersector allocations and 
gear-switching rules. Further, policies should be included to protect against the 
economic and ecological impacts of hoarding overfished species quota, and the 
spillover of trawl vessels into crab, shrimp and other fisheries. 
 
In this report, Ecotrust lays out ten program features that the Council should address 
to improve the design of this catch share program so that it meets the economic, 
social and ecological objectives and requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Act. Our 
solution would ensure a fair catch share program that fosters efficient, responsible 
quota markets while ensuring strict conservation to protect the interests of future 
generations. 
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Summary of Recommendations 
 
Economic 

• Foster an affordable fishery by limiting quota to active fishermen. 

• Regulate quota leasing to prevent unfair profiting from absentee quota 
ownership, and to prevent perpetual leasing.  

• Increase market transparency by creating an online quota exchange. 

• Improve market liquidity by auctioning a portion of quota for fixed terms. 
 
Social 

• Invest in fishing communities through initial quota allocations and allowing 
Community Fishing Associations to purchase further quota while protecting 
against excessive concentration. 

• Safeguard crew earnings by providing initial allocations to captains and crew. 

• Support new entrants and small operators by establishing owner-on-board 
rules and providing an initial allocation for new entrants. 

 
Ecological 

• Provide incentives for low-impact, low-carbon fishing gear by reconsidering 
intersector allocations and gear-switching rules to provide a more equitable 
basis and incentives for fixed-gear vessels to harvest trawl quota. 

• Prohibit hoarding and profiteering on overfished species by placing overfished 
species quota in a public conservation trust that leases the quota to fishermen 
at prorated fees. 

• Prevent inter-fleet spillover by implementing policies to prevent or mitigate 
negative impacts of spillover of trawl vessels into crab, shrimp, and other 
fisheries. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The proposal of the Pacific Fishery Management Council to implement a catch share 
system to downsize the non-whiting trawl fleet is the first introduction of new 
“limited access privileges” on the West Coast since Congress reauthorized the 
Magnuson-Stevens Fisheries Conservation and Management Act (MSA) in 2006. It 
will set a precedent that could shape fisheries in the future.  
 
As it currently stands, the Council’s individual fishing quota (IFQ) proposal misses 
many opportunities to balance social, economic and ecological objectives. It runs 
contrary to the “national standards” articulated by Congress in the Magnuson-
Stevens Act. The proposal appears to contradict sections of the Act, and ignores 
others. It takes a hands-off approach to regulating the prospective market for leasing, 
buying and selling fishing quota. The proposal lacks rules to prevent speculative 
bidding, to increase market transparency and to safeguard the interests of crews, 
small owner-operators, fishing communities and new entrants — all of whom may 
be disadvantaged by the Council’s proposal. 
 
Catch shares are controversial, polarizing public debate and pitting prospective 
“winners” of quota ownership against “losers.” The stakes are high, especially for 
those whose livelihoods depend on fishing. That’s especially true because revoking or 
reforming catch share programs is expensive and difficult to do. Those who are 
initially allocated quota or subsequently invest in quota typically push for rules to 
maximize their financial returns and oppose any changes that either reallocate quota 
or otherwise undermine the value of their investments.2 For this reason, vested 
interests often come to dominate decision-making in IFQ programs, while non-
vested interests, such as communities, crew and prospective new entrants, are 
marginalized.3 Based on the Council’s current proposal, the market value of non-
whiting groundfish quota could be as high as $250 million.4  
 
But getting the design right is not just a matter of fairness. A poorly designed catch 
share program will not only lock in imbalances between social equity and market 
efficiency that will be expensive to correct afterwards, but also compromise the 
effectiveness of the program. It is therefore critical that responsible rules, fair 
allocations and smart market design must be enacted from the very beginning of the 
catch share program. Poor design can lead to unintended — and negative — 
consequences for conservation, working fishermen and fishing communities.  
 
In reauthorizing the Magnuson-Stevens Act, Congress was explicit in setting forth 
requirements and criteria for consideration in the design of catch share programs. 
Lawmakers went so far as to prescribe requirements for limited access privileges, 
including fair and equitable initial allocations, provisions for fishing communities, 
strict monitoring and enforcement, and much more. NOAA also recently presented a 
draft catch share policy, specifically outlining several elements that need to be 
carefully designed. “The key to success is a thoughtful program design process,” 
states the draft policy.5  
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When measured against the Magnuson-Stevens Act, the recommendations of the U.S. 
Commission on Ocean Policy, NOAA’s draft catch share policy and current research on 
market design, the Council’s proposal for trawl IFQs comes up short. The Council, in 
fact, ignores lessons learned from the shortcomings of existing IFQ programs in Alaska, 
British Columbia and elsewhere.6  
 
Ecotrust has identified ten design flaws in the current IFQ proposal and offers 
solutions to improve it to meet the economic, social and conservation objectives and 
requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Act. Our recommendations reflect the desire 
to balance the interests of crews, communities and vessel owners in a fair and 
equitable way, that both harnesses market efficiencies and ensures conservation 
outcomes to protect the interests of future generations. We recommend initial 
allocations, ownership rules and other market mechanisms and regulations that will 
foster a responsible quota market and a “fair catch share” for all.7 The Council or its 
Committees considered many of these options to a certain extent, but did not 
incorporate them into the final proposal. We believe they should be a part of U.S. 
policy on best practices in the design of any catch share program. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The West Coast groundfish trawl industry is beset by conservation and economic 
viability challenges that date back to the early 1990s. Some are typical of challenges 
experienced in fisheries around the world, including overcapitalization in vessels and 
equipment, ambiguous science and stock assessment, and ineffective management 
controls. Others are unique to the ecology of this mixed-stock fishery. 
 
The non-whiting trawl fishery spans a coastline stretching 1,300 miles from southern 
California to Washington. Bottom trawlers catch some 90 species, including rockfish, 
flatfish, roundfish, sharks, skates and others. A mid-water trawl fishery also targets 
whiting, by far the largest catch by volume. The abundance, life cycle and 
commercial value of each species vary widely. In this type of mixed-stock fishery, 
catch limits are therefore constrained by the conservation requirements of the 
weakest stock. These are incidentally caught as “bycatch” when fishermen target 
more abundant or valuable species.  
 
Substantive conservation measures were not introduced into the fishery until the 
early 1990s. In 1992, the Pacific Fisheries Management Council introduced limited 
entry into the fishery, which restricted the number of trawl permits. The Council also 
began to implement effort controls, which led to bimonthly cumulative trip limits for 
vessels by 1996. Yet these measures proved ineffective. By 1999, three species — 
bocaccio, lingcod and Pacific Ocean perch — were declared legally “overfished” and 
the next year the Secretary of Commerce declared the entire trawl fishery a “Federal 
disaster.” Five more rockfish species were subsequently designated overfished. 
Rebuilding plans were announced for these stocks, which curtailed the catch of more 
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abundant species. In 2002, new Rockfish Conservation Areas also closed some 
fishing grounds to provide refugia for scarce species. Needless to say, the economics 
of the fishery deteriorated. 
 

Groundfish Trawl Landings and Fleet Size 1981–2007 

 
SOURCE: PFMC, Draft Environmental Impact Statement, 2009. Note that roundfish do not including whiting. 

 
In 2003, a buyback of fishing permits downsized the fleet from approximately 260 to 
170 trawlers to improve the economic viability of fishermen.8 The buyback cut 91 
vessels, representing 40 percent of the fleet’s catch history. Although bimonthly 
cumulative trip limits prevented fishing mortality from exceeding optimal yields, the 
regulations did not provide individual accountability for bycatch. The system allowed 
fishermen to discard species for which they had already reached their cumulative 
limit. The Council began discussions about an IFQ program to rationalize the fleet 
further, improve efficiency and provide fishermen with flexibility in their operations. 
 
In November 2008, the Council recommended the introduction of IFQs to further 
non-whiting trawl rationalization. (See sidebar). The Council is seeking approval of 
its proposal by the Secretary of Commerce in 2010. Implementation is set for the 
2011 fishing season. The Council’s “preferred alternative” includes cooperative 
structures to manage the whiting fishery and IFQs for the non-whiting groundfish 
fishery.  
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ECONOMIC 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The Council’s IFQ proposal will change the 
economics of the groundfish trawl fishery. 
Improving the “net economic benefits” and 
“individual economic stability” of the 
trawlers is its primary goal.9 Fleet 
consolidation will boost the landings of the 
vessels remaining in the fishery and 
improve the remaining fishermen’s 
economies of scale. Yet the changes are 
more fundamental and complex than the 
Council describes in its Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). 
The proposal is set to reshape capitalization 
and operating costs in the industry, create 
a new market for intangible capital assets 
(quota shares), and institutionalize 
competitive advantages for fishermen gifted 
initial allocations. Collectively these 
changes might render the program less 
effective than the Council anticipates, and 
raise issues regarding the economics of the 
catch share program. 
 
1. Foster an affordable fishery  
 
The Council should limit eligibility for quota 
ownership to active fishermen, thereby 
moderating the market value of quota and 
ensuring quota purchasing and leasing 
remains affordable for new entrants, 
fishing communities and small operators. 
An owner-on-board rule is one option. 
However, the requirement would be 
temporarily suspended in extenuating 
circumstances such as injury, illness or the 
sudden death of a fisherman. A sunset 
clause would require non-fishing interests 
that receive initial allocations to sell their 
quota or become active fishermen within a 
set time period. 

Trawl Rationalization and IFQs 
Also known as Amendment 20 and 21 of the 
Groundfish Fishery Management Plan, the proposal 
to rationalize the West Coast trawl fleet through 
IFQs consists of the following key elements: 

• Intersector al locations:  Approximately 90 
percent of all groundfish will be allocated to 
limited-entry trawl permit holders. The rest 
will be divided among tribal fisheries, fixed-
gear commercial fishermen and the 
recreational sector. 

• Init ial  al locations:  Ninety percent of the 
groundfish trawl quota will be allocated to 
limited-entry permit holders. Catch shares will 
be based on a formula combining historical 
catches and the equal redistribution of the 
catch history of permits retired in the buyback 
program.  

• Overfished species.  For “overfished” 
species, 80 percent of the total allowable 
catch will be allocated to permit holders 
based on their need to cover incidental catch 
under current fishing practices. Fleet average 
bycatch rates for targeted species will 
determine these allocations. 

• Adaptive Management:  Ten percent of 
groundfish quota pounds will be set aside for 
communities, processors, unintended 
consequences, new entrants and conservation. 

• El igibi l ity:  Any American citizen eligible to 
own a fishing vessel permit can buy, hold, lease 
or sell quota shares.  

• Transferabi l ity:  Vessel and control limits 
restrict the amount of quota that can be 
accumulated on a single vessel or by a single 
entity. There are no owner-on-board rulers or 
other restrictions. 

• Monitoring:  At-sea observers, augmented by 
video cameras, will be required on all vessels 
and dockside monitoring for all off-loading.  

• Review: The IFQ program will be reviewed 
within five years. The program could be 
terminated, quota shares revoked or other 
modifications made.  
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Analysis 
 
The most immediate impact of the IFQ program will be the downsizing of the fishing 
fleet, as fishermen buy out each others’ quotas and thereby consolidate the fleet.10 
The active trawl fleet of about 120 vessels is expected to decrease by 50 to 66 
percent, leaving 40 to 60 vessels remaining. The Council’s analysis shows that the 
downsized fleet could increase its profits by $14 to $23 million through 
consolidation.11 
 
However, increased access to more catch per vessel will come at a cost. By gifting initial 
allocations to vessel owners, the Council is effectively converting a public trust resource 
into a private capital asset, what one report on IFQs called “private economic gains at 
public expense.”12 Remaining vessels will need to purchase or lease groundfish quota 
from fishermen who exit the fishery. The Council’s financial model does not take into 
account lease costs or the capital costs of purchasing additional quota shares. This 
cost can be high and distort the functioning of the quota market.  
 
The B.C. groundfish trawl IFQ fishery — the model for the Council’s rationalization 
plan — is a case in point. The value of the approximately 75 active trawlers is less 
than $45 million (CDN). In contrast, the market value of groundfish trawl quota in 
B.C. was estimated at $263 million (CDN) in 2008.13 Total capitalization in tangible 
and intangible assets has increased because of IFQs. 
 
As a result of the Council’s IFQ proposal, capitalization in intangible assets (quota 
shares) is estimated to rise by fivefold to eightfold above current levels. One way to 
estimate prospective quota market values is to look at the ratio of the quota value to 
ex vessel price in a given year. In the B.C. groundfish trawl industry the ratio has 
ranged from 4:1 to 9:1. The ratio of halibut IFQs has ranged from 6:1 to 8:1 in B.C. 
and is currently at 5:1 in Alaska. Based on low (4:1) and high (8:1) ratio estimates, 
U.S. non-whiting groundfish trawl quota could be worth somewhere between $125 
and $250 million. Under the Council’s preferred alternative, ninety percent of this will 
be transferred from the public trust to individuals as a private capital asset. 
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Groundfish Trawl Quota Capitalization (Scenarios based on 2008 landed values) 

 
 

SOURCE: PFMC, Draft Environmental Impact Statement, 2009 

 
Under the Council’s program design, market prices for quota are likely to be bid to 
high levels for two reasons. First, gifting allocation will provide those that are initial 
recipients of quota shares with a financial advantage. Initial allocations will increase 
their wealth and thereby increase their willingness to pay for additional quota, 
driving up quota demand and prices. Initial recipients will be able to generate 
earnings from their “gifted” quota and therefore can afford to make only small 
margins on subsequent purchases of quota.14 In other words, they can use their 
“gifted” quota to leverage the purchase of more quota. This will drive up market 
prices. 
 
Second, the Council has placed virtually no restrictions on who can own quota15 and 
modest caps on quota ownership for vessels and corporate entities. There are no 
owner-on-board rules or other restrictions limiting ownership to active fishermen. 
Such rules would lower demand and moderate market prices for quota shares. 
Processors and non-fishing investors, including speculators, will be able to bid on 
quota and drive up market prices. This is especially true since processors typically 
have more collateral and capital than fishermen. By way of example, owner-on-
board rules in the Alaskan halibut fishery have lowered quota value/ex vessel price 
ratios compared to the B.C. halibut fishery which has no such restrictions. Since 1996, 
the average ratio is about 7:1 in B.C. compared to 4:1 in Alaska. 
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Alaska – B.C. Halibut Fisheries 1996–2008, Quota Market Value/Ex. Vessel Price Ratios 

 
 

SOURCE: NMFS Statistics for Alaska halibut quotas in Areas 2C, 3A, 3B and 4A; Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
does not collect data on quota market values as systematically as Alaska. The B.C. halibut data is from two sources:  

Pinkerton and Edwards (2009), and Turris (2009). 

 
 
2. Regulate quota leasing 
 
As part of a catch share proposal, an owner-on-board rule would help keep quota 
values — and in turn lease costs — affordable. However, recognizing that active 
fishermen would need to lease some quota among themselves to facilitate fishing 
flexibility and to meet bycatch needs, caps could be placed on the percentage of 
quota that a fisherman could lease or the percentage of leased quota that could be 
fished on a given vessel. The exact cap — either on the owner or leaser or both — 
would need to be designed to meet the need for fishing flexibility while restricting 
fishermen from unfairly profiting from absentee quota ownership. 
 
Analysis 
 
Based on the Council’s estimates, 50 to 60 percent of quota shares will need to be 
purchased or leased from retiring vessels by the remaining, downsized fleet. The high 
cost of quota shares will force many fishermen to take out loans to finance their 
purchase or to lease quota pounds each season. Assuming lease rates of 60 to 70 
percent of ex- vessel prices (based on experience in other catch share fisheries) and 
assuming 50 to 60 percent of a fisherman’s quota will be leased, total lease fees and 
financing could consume as much as 30 to 42 percent of total gross revenues in the 
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trawl fishery. If a vessel is leasing all of its quota, this cost could be as high as 70 
percent of a vessel’s gross revenue. This will be money diverted away from working 
fishermen to banks, finance companies or absentee owners of quota shares. 
 
The Council largely ignores the cost of leasing quota, although research shows this 
cost is considerable. A study of the Alaskan King crab IFQ program found lease rates 
equivalent to 50 to 70 percent of ex vessel prices.16 In British Columbia, lease fees in 
the fixed-gear groundfish fisheries are as high as 60 to 80 percent of ex vessel prices. 
Measured another way, a B.C. study in 2009 found that lease fees in the halibut and 
sablefish IFQ fisheries were the single largest fishing cost, ranging from 44 to 63 
percent of total expenses (not including crew shares).17 A similar study of B.C. 
groundfish trawlers found that when 40 percent of quota is leased, the associated 
lease fees range from 28 to 45 percent of total fishing expenses.18  
 

B.C. Groundfish Vessel Earnings & Quota Leasing Scenarios 

 
SOURCE: Nelson, 2009.19 

 
Studies have shown that lease fees can decrease the earnings of fishing vessels.20 An 
analysis of the 2007 financial performance of the B.C. halibut and sablefish fisheries 
shows that when 60 percent of quota is leased on a vessel, earnings can decline by 
42 percent and 48 percent, respectively.21 This same analysis uncovered a dilemma in 
the halibut fishery: “it is difficult to earn the same returns through fishing as it is 
through leasing.”22 The study found that an individual leasing 90,000 pounds of 
halibut quota would receive $270,000 (CDN) in lease payments, more than the 
$239,000 (CDN) in fishing earnings.23  
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3. Increase market transparency  
 
As shares in public companies are traded on government-regulated exchanges, so too 
should fishing quota shares of a public resource be traded on an official exchange. In 
fact, as originally enacted in 1996, the Magnuson-Stevens Act (Section 305h) 
mandates the creation of “an exclusive central registry system.” In its draft catch 
share policy, NOAA too calls a central registry “an extremely useful service to provide 
to fishermen interested in buying, selling, leasing or collateralizing catch shares.”24 
The establishment of an online Groundfish Quota Exchange (GQX) would increase 
market transparency, facilitate trading and create more perfect information between 
all buyers and sellers. The GQX could also be used to levy resource royalties on quota, 
collect management fees and facilitate auctions of fixed-term quota allocations. It 
could also collect mandatory socio-economic and other data needed for the 
performance evaluation of the program, monitor vessel and control limits on 
ownership, and register financial liens on quota. 
 
Analysis 
 
The Council’s proposal provides no provision for facilitating the buying, selling and 
leasing of quota shares or quota pounds. Without a central quota exchange or 
registry, it could be time consuming and expensive for fishermen to find out who 
owns the various species- and area-specific quotas. This can lead to imperfect 
information in the marketplace and inefficiencies. Private brokerages and processors 
are likely to step in as the go-betweens in the market — at a cost to both fishermen 
and the public. 
 
Processors have an inherent competitive advantage in the quota marketplace since 
they have connections to many fishermen and detailed information on fishermen’s 
landings. They are product aggregators and information hubs in the supply chain. In 
the B.C. groundfish fishery, by way of example, some fish processors have hired 
“quota managers” whose job is to broker quota for fishermen. 
 
A recent California Institute of Technology study on IFQ market design suggests a 
central registry could also act as an online quota exchange. “At such a website,” 
states the study, “fishermen could easily see current bids and offers as well as 
historical information on prices and quantities of previous trades. They could also 
easily make bids or offers and complete profitable trades.”25 This would improve 
market transparency, creating a level playing field about information on quota prices 
and supply for all market participants. 
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4. Improve market liquidity  
 

Besides creating an online quota exchange, the Council should auction a portion of 
the quota for fixed terms.26 This would improve the liquidity of the quota market, 
ensuring full efficiency gains from the IFQ program. Auctions would also foster 
efficient price discovery and transparency. In determining the portion to be 
auctioned, the Council will need to weigh the need for secure allocations for 
fishermen against the need for liquidity in the marketplace. Revenues generated from 
auctions could be provided to the public as resource royalties. Auctions could also be 
used to generate revenue from crew and community allocations, or to distribute 
overfished species. 
 
Analysis 
 
The Council is sending mixed signals to the market regarding the duration of the 
initial allocations of quota. On the one hand, the Council rejected auctioning fixed-
term allocations for distributing quota; on the other, the Council states that upon the 
five-year review quota shares could be revoked, terminated or modified. “Holders of 
quota shares should remain cognizant of this fact when making decisions regarding 
their quota shares, including buying, selling, and leasing of these shares,” states the 
Council’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement.27 However, the Council points out 
that the MSA stipulates that before the end of the mandatory ten-year period catch 
shares “will be renewed” unless a fisherman is found in violation of the program or 
the program itself is modified. That, according to the Council, effectively makes catch 
shares “more like an unlimited or indefinite term.”28 The Council appears to be saying 
that while the law limits initial allocations to a fixed ten-year term, they are, in fact, 
in perpetuity. This confusion could reduce market liquidity by creating uncertainty 
about the value and duration of quota shares and thereby hamper buying and selling. 
 
The small size and geographically dispersed nature of the quota market will also 
create inefficiencies. Ownership will be consolidated onto 40 to 60 vessels, and 
perhaps even fewer controlling entities that are located in fishing towns along 1,300 
miles of coastline. The number of quota transactions may not be sufficient to create 
an efficient market. According to the California Institute of Technology IFQ study, 
“Search costs interfere with the finding process and asymmetric information 
interferes with the negotiation process. Together, these frictions will prevent 
fishermen from taking advantage of much of the potential gains from trade.”29 Even 
with a central quota exchange that improves market transparency, there may not be 
enough liquidity — that is quota buying and selling transactions — to create an 
efficient market. “Without both transparency and liquidity, trading will be 
incomplete,” states the study.30 
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SOCIAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Congress was quite clear in the Magnuson-Stevens Act regarding the need to balance 
economic and social objectives. In developing limited access privileges, the MSA 
called for ensuring “fair and equitable allocations” and policies to “promote the 
sustained participation of small owner-operator fishing vessels and fishing 
communities, prevent excessive consolidation, and assist new entrants, small 
operators, captains, crews and fishing communities through set-asides of harvesting 
allocations.” The MSA even describes eligibility and criteria for initial allocations to 
fishing communities and regional fishing associations. Despite these legislated 
provisions, the Council’s proposal provides a meager ten-percent set-aside for 
“adaptive management” to respond to community and processor stability, 
conservation, unintended consequences and new entrants. 
 
5. Invest in fishing communities 
 
Because of their financial value, initial allocations are a form of investment. Through 
eligibility rules and allocation formulas, the Council selects individuals and corporate 
entities to invest in and thereby transfers resource wealth from the public trust to 
private capital assets. The Council should consider investing in fishing communities, 
as defined by the Magnuson-Stevens Act. The Council should reconsider its initial 
allocation policy in light of the adverse community impacts of IFQs and the need for 
long-term community investment and stability as envisioned in the MSA and 
NOAA’s draft catch share policy. 
 
Besides an initial allocation to fishing communities, the Council should establish 
specific rules that would allow Community Fishing Associations, as defined in the 
MSA, to purchase further quota, while protecting against excessive quota 
concentration. Rules could restrict quota purchases to within a specific geographic 
range of a given community. Furthermore, the Council could require that fishing 
communities auction their quota to local fishermen through fixed-term allocations, 
thereby improving the transparency and liquidity of the quota market, and ensuring 
that all fishermen have an equal opportunity to access their local community quota. 
A portion of the community quota could also be earmarked for new entrants. 
 
Analysis 
 
The Council’s catch share proposal will result in fleet consolidation and changing 
fishing patterns. The impact on each community will vary and depend on their 
economic dependence on groundfish and the overall resilience of the local community 
economy. Council staff conducted an analysis showing that Neah Bay, Washington, 
(a Makah Indian reservation) is likely to be the most disadvantaged fishing 
community and Astoria, Oregon; Coos Bay, Oregon; and Eureka, California, the most 
advantaged. The analysis also showed that Neah Bay and Moss Landing, California, 
were the most vulnerable to these impacts. Despite this analysis, the Council has 
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provided only the ten-percent “adaptive management” set-aside to mitigate adverse 
impacts and has excluded fishing communities from initial allocations. 
 
In a study on IFQs and community protection, the U.S. General Accounting Office 
found that “the easiest and most direct way to help protect communities under an 
IFQ program is to allow the communities themselves to hold quota.”31 In its draft 
catch share policy, NOAA has also committed to support “the creation of fishing 
community trusts or permit banks to help retain access to fisheries resources by 
fishermen in local communities.”32 
 
By way of example, in 1993 six Community Development Quota entities were 
provided initial allocations of groundfish and subsequently halibut and crab quota in 
Western Alaska. By 2008, these six entities were generating $190 million in annual 
revenue and had acquired net assets worth $427.6 million.33 In contrast, Community 
Quota Entities (CQE), established by the state of Alaska in 2004, must purchase or 
lease quota. As a result, they have struggled to acquire quota due to the financial 
risks and high costs. As of 2010, only one CQE on Kodiak Island has acquired 30,000 
pounds of halibut quota. 
 
Despite the MSA provisions, NOAA’s draft policy and its own socio-economic 
analysis, the Council has provided no comprehensive mitigation strategy or initial 
allocations for fishing communities. Nor has the Council provided a sufficient 
rationale for how a ten-percent “adaptive management” set-aside will meet the 
needs of multiple social and ecological objectives. In reality, purchasing quota 
without significant financial assistance may prove unfeasible for communities since 
they won’t enjoy the financial advantages of being gifted an initial allocation. 
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Impacts on Individual Communities 

 
SOURCE :adapted from Pacific Groundfish FMP Amendment 20 Draft Environment Impact Statement,  

Ch. 4, "Impacts on Individual Communities", pp.  537 - 550 

 
6. Safeguard crew earnings 
 
The Council should provide an initial allocation to captains and crewmembers, which 
would provide compensation to those who will lose their jobs from fleet consolidation 
and protect crew earnings for those remaining in the fishery. The Council should 
consult with stakeholders regarding the level of allocation, which would need to 
balance the interests of crewmen, vessel owners (permit holders) and fishing 
communities. Because of owner-on-board rules, crewmen who initially lose their jobs 
due to rationalization would need to sell their quota or find active fishing jobs within 
a period established by a sunset clause. The allocation among crewmen should be 
determined through a consultation process with captains and crewmembers 
themselves. Initial allocations could be given to individual crewmen, held in trust by 
a crew association that could generate revenues through fixed-term auctions or a 
combination of both. A crew association could also fund pension and medical plans, 
life insurance, training and professionalization for its members. 
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Analysis 
 
Captains and crews are likely to face the most negative impact from the Council’s 
proposal for two reasons: first, half are expected to lose their jobs without 
compensation as a result of fleet downsizing, and second those who remain in the 
fishery could face reduction in crew shares as a result of rising lease and financing 
costs of quota. Deteriorating economic conditions for crew over time could, in turn, 
affect safety, 
 
In its IFQ proposal, the Council plans to allocate 90 percent of quota to trawl permit 
holders. In its assessment, the Council cites technical challenges in establishing crew 
participation and adverse financial impacts on “fixed capital assets” (vessels) as 
reasons why initial allocations were not made to captains and crew. However, in the 
MSA, Congress also lists “employment in the harvesting” and “dependence upon” the 
fishery as criteria for initial allocations.34  
 
The Council’s logic for excluding crews needs to be reexamined for a variety of 
reasons.35 First, up to 40 percent of a vessel’s gross revenues go to captains and 
crew,36 who could claim that this portion of the catch represents their “fair and 
equitable” allocation since it has been historically used to pay their earnings. Second, 
technical challenges in determining crew participation cannot be used as an excuse 
to exclude this group. Crews could receive equal quota shares or their quota could be 
held in trust by a crew association that could auction the quota as fixed-term 
allocations. Revenues could then be distributed to captains and crews prorated on 
their groundfish earnings for that season. In any event, how to distribute quota 
should be an issue settled fairly among captains and crew themselves. And third, at 
least half the crewmen will lose their jobs due to consolidation. An initial allocation 
would provide these individuals with some compensation for their years in the 
fishery. 
 
For those who remain in the fishery, there’s growing evidence that quota leasing and 
financing quota purchases drain revenue from working fishermen. One study of 
scenarios in the B.C. trawl IFQ fishery shows that when 100 percent of quota is 
leased on a vessel, crew shares can decline by almost fifty percent.37 The Groundfish 
Development Authority, which enforces a code of conduct to protect trawler crews in 
B.C., reported in 2006 that “crew members’ take-home pay continues to diminish; 
sometimes they come back from a trip with deliveries of 80,000 lbs of high-value 
groundfish only to find that they are actually ‘in the hole’ after all expenses are 
deducted.”38 A 2007 financial profile of the B.C. halibut fishery also shows that as 
quota leasing rises to 60 percent of a vessel’s catch, total crew shares decline by 39 
percent.39  
 
An analysis of the Bristol Bay Red King Crab fishery also estimated that 
rationalization through IFQs cut total payments to captain and crew by 38 to 50 
percent. While earnings per crewmember increased because of rationalization, in 
reality, this smaller number of crew worked the same number of total days and lifted 
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the same number of pots as did the much larger labor force before rationalization. 
Indeed, the study’s financial model shows that crew earnings per day at sea declined 
by 13 percent because of quota leasing costs.40 In short, crewmen did significantly 
more work, but for less pay. 
 

B.C. Groundfish Vessel Crew Payment and Quota Leasing Scenarios 

 
SOURCE: All figures in Canadian dollars. Nelson, 2009.41  
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Alaska King Crab Fishing Vessel Expense Model 

 
SOURCE: Gunnar Knapp, 2006. 

 
Although catch shares can end the “race to fish” and immediately improve safety, 
deteriorating economic conditions for crews as a result of IFQs can have a gradual 
and negative effect on safety. In the B.C. IFQ trawl fishery, declining crew shares 
have caused vessels to go out to sea with fewer crewmen. According to the B.C. 
Groundfish Development Authority, “This is a major safety concern that crew 
members believe is a contributing factor in the loss of several vessels in the past few 
years.” Another trawl industry study confirmed this practice.”42 The statistics speak 
for themselves: From 2003 to 2008, seven trawl fishermen have been killed in B.C., 
double the annual fatality rate compared to the 18-year average. Lost days due to 
injury on trawl vessels skyrocketed by 76 percent in the same period and the number 
of fatality and disability claims jumped 48 percent. Anecdotal and statistical evidence 
suggest that the economics of IFQs have gradually created safety problems of their 
own. 
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B.C. Groundfish Trawl Fishing Safety Record 

 
SOURCE: Work Safe BC, 2009, and Fish Safe BC, 2009. 

 
7. Support new entrants and small operators 
 
Besides establishing owner-on-board rules to contain quota costs, the Council should 
provide an initial allocation for new entrants. This set-aside could be folded into the 
initial allocation for fishing communities and earmarked for new entrants. The Council 
should also revisit how on-board and dockside monitoring is financed to reduce the 
burden on small operators. 
 
Analysis 
 
According to the U.S. General Accounting Office’s report on IFQs, consolidation 
tends to reduce quota availability and increase market prices. “As a result,” the report 
states, “it is harder for new fishermen to enter the fishery, especially fishermen of 
limited means, such as owners of smaller boats or young fishermen who are just 
beginning their fishing careers.”43 To support these disadvantaged stakeholders, the 
GAO recommends allocation set-asides for new entrants and quota transfer rules 
that constrain demand, thereby making it more affordable to buy quota. The Council, 
however, has chosen not to implement any of these proactive measures. 
 
Financial analysis of IFQs in the B.C. groundfish trawl, halibut and sablefish fisheries 
shows that earnings are not sufficient to support the purchase and financing of 100 
percent of the quota fished.44 In other words, it is not financially viable to enter these 
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fisheries without access to initial allocations, outside capital or special loans. The 
value of halibut quota, the study states, is “justified more by incremental returns for 
existing participants than by expected returns for new entrants.” Another study also 
finds that “fishermen entering the LAPP [limited access privilege program] after the 
initial quota allocation will realize zero economic profit because of the cost of purchasing 
quota.”45 
 
Although strict on-board monitoring is a welcomed change in the Council’s proposal, 
the formula for paying for monitoring costs will disadvantage new entrants and 
small operators. Each vessel will pay the same daily costs for an onboard observer 
and dockside monitoring, no matter how much fish the vessel catches. This will 
encourage consolidation onto more efficient vessels and provide an additional barrier 
to new entrants who may only be able to afford a small fishing operation, both in 
terms of vessel size and allocation.  
 
ECOLOGICAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Economic efficiency — and not conservation — is the primary goal of the Council’s 
IFQ rationalization proposal. The Council lists three overriding economic objectives 
and states that its IFQ proposal merely “considers environmental impacts” (emphasis 
added). Yet Congress is clear in the Magnuson-Stevens Act that conservation must 
primarily guide management plans.46 In the Council’s catch share proposal, the only 
clear conservation measures are mandatory onboard observers and dockside 
monitoring for all groundfish catches. This is intended to ensure compliance with 
rules and collection of accurate and timely data on catches and discards. It should be 
noted that these measures could be implemented irrespective of IFQs. This positive 
measure, however, is overshadowed by several ecological shortcomings. 
 
8. Provide incentives for low-impact, low-carbon fishing gear 
 
The Council should revisit its intersector allocations and gear-switching rules to 
provide a more equitable basis and incentives for fixed-gear vessels to harvest trawl 
quota. 
 
Analysis 
 
Bottom trawling is well established as the most destructive and least selective fishing 
technology in use today. Several scientific studies have confirmed this fact.47 
However, the Council, through Amendment 21 on intersector allocation, has decided 
to allocate some 90 percent of all groundfish to the bottom trawl sector. For some 
species, the percentage is as high as 95 percent. According to the Council, this 
sharing arrangement reflects the “understanding that trawl gear is the only gear that 
can viably harvest much of the groundfish.”48  
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However, that is not the case for several species in question, including lingcod, 
thornyhead rockfish and sablefish that are viably harvested by fixed gear, including 
longlines and pots. The Council did not assess the ecological and economic impacts 
to the fixed-gear sector of this initial allocation to the trawl sector. Nor did it assess 
the carbon footprint of trawlers versus smaller fixed-gear vessels. Moreover, it put in 
place gear switching rules that advantage trawlers over fixed-gear vessels. Under the 
Council’s proposal, trawlers can switch to fixed gear and thereby compete with this 
other harvesting sector. In fact, this measure, according to the Council, “could depress 
the price of fixed-gear-caught sablefish slightly if IFQ holders are more efficient 
producers.”49  
 
By contrast, fixed-gear vessels cannot buy or lease trawl quota without purchasing a 
limited-entry trawl permit. The rules clearly advantage trawlers over fixed-gear 
fishermen. If anything, the Council’s intersector allocation and gear-switching rules 
should provide advantages and incentives to fixed-gear vessels to purchase trawl 
quota. The result would be less habitat damage, more jobs and higher landed value 
for many species.  
 
9. Prohibit hoarding and profiteering on overfished species 
 
The Council should put in place initial allocation policies and other rules that would 
penalize fishermen who catch overfished species, but protect against hoarding of and 
profiteering on this scarce quota. Instead of a cap-and-trade system that lets 
individuals profit from the initial allocation of overfished species, the Council should 
place overfished species quota in a public conservation trust that leases the quota to 
fishermen each season at prorated fees: the more overfished species that a fisherman 
catches the higher the incremental lease fee. In this way, the Council would maintain 
a market incentive to avoid overfished species, but protect against profiteering on the 
scarcity of this quota. A fixed price for overfished species would also create certainty 
for fishermen.  
 
Another alternative would be for the Council to provide fishermen with the 
opportunity to lease a portion of their overfished species at prorated lease rates and 
then to auction off the rest each season. The auctions could be used to determine the 
price of the fixed rates for the coming fishing season. Furthermore, the Council could 
require that fishermen relinquish earnings on overfished species, thereby completely 
removing any economic incentive to catch these weak stocks. Revenue from the lease 
fees and relinquished earnings could be distributed equitably back to fishermen, 
provided as royalties to the public or used for conservation initiatives. The Groundfish 
Quota Exchange would be tasked with leasing and/or auctioning overfished quota. 
This would be similar to the “cap and dividend” system currently being discussed by 
Congress for the carbon market. 
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Analysis 
 
The Council states that by creating individual accountability and market incentives 
fishermen will reduce their bycatch of overfished species. Technically, this is correct. 
“Since overfished species are marketable [under the IFQ proposal], they could be 
retained, reducing bycatch,” states the Council’s Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement.50 However, because overfished species are so scarce, “harvest limits will, 
for the most part, be fully utilized.”51 In other words, the catch of overfished species 
will remain the same, providing no conservation benefits. The only change is that 
they cease to be bycatch and become marketable. 
 
Overfished species, including bocaccio, Pacific Ocean perch, darkblotched rockfish, 
widow rockfish, canary rockfish, cowcod, and yelloweye rockfish, will play a critical 
role in the IFQ fishery. These scarce quotas will constrain the catch of more abundant 
fish stocks. “The cost of this quota is likely to be expensive,” the Council states, 
“since these species restrict access to other, targeted species.”52 Fishermen who 
unluckily land a “disaster tow” of overfished species could find themselves facing 
exorbitant prices for overfished species quota to cover their incidental catch.  
 
The Council hasn’t properly considered market distortions that may occur in the 
leasing and sale of quota for overfished species. Control limits on accumulation, 
ranging from four to 17.7 percent for overfished species, may not be strict enough to 
prevent quota hoarding and profiteering from fishermen needing to cover “disaster 
tows.” 

Overfished Species: Rockfish Stock Decline and Designations 

 
SOURCE: PFMC, Draft Environmental Impact Statement, 2009. 
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10. Prevent inter-fleet spillover 
 
The Council should implement policies that will prevent, or at least significantly 
mitigate, the negative effects of the spillover of trawl vessels into the Dungeness 
crab, pink shrimp and other fisheries. The Council should engage other fishing sectors 
and levels of government to solve this dislocation of effort, including the 
implementation of a policy to retire or buyback latent permits in state fisheries. 
 
Analysis 
 
The Council’s IFQ proposal will likely downsize the active non-whiting trawl fleet by 
40 to 60 vessels. That represents a significant amount of stranded capital, and 
owners will likely try to sell these excess vessels to fishermen in other fisheries or re-
activate the vessels by purchasing permits in other federal or state fisheries. There is 
risk that former groundfish trawlers may spillover into the pink shrimp and 
Dungeness crab fisheries in Oregon, Washington and California because of the large 
numbers of latent permits in these fisheries. Fishermen in these fisheries have already 
expressed concern about the economic and ecological effects of this spillover of 
fishing effort. 
 
As part of the 2003 buyback of groundfish trawl permits, the Council specifically 
designed the buyback “to minimize spillover effects in the Coastal Dungeness crab 
and pink shrimp fisheries.”53 Realizing that many trawlers were also permitted for 
state crab and shrimp fisheries, the Council permanently retired all licenses on 
vessels, and permanently excluded the vessels from participating in other fisheries. 
This measure effectively prevented any spillover. In the end, the buyback retired 91 
vessels, including 91 trawl and 121 crab and shrimp permits.54 
 
In the current trawl IFQ proposal, the Council has not included any safeguards to 
prevent spillover into the crab and shrimp fisheries through the purchase of latent 
permits. Indeed, the Council dismisses the issue. “Since the limited entry systems for 
these other fisheries are state managed,” writes the Council, “it was thought best that 
the latent permit issue be addressed outside the Council process.”55 This position 
contradicts the Council’s earlier position regarding the buyback. Furthermore, the 
Council states that its proposal may cause spillover,56 but has sidestepped any 
responsibility for mitigating this negative impact on the conservation or economics 
of other fisheries.  
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SETTING A PRECEDENT 
 
When creating a catch share program, design matters. In order to avoid expensive 
corrections to problems illuminated by hindsight, it is critical that economic, social 
and ecological objectives be considered in full and addressed from the beginning. The 
Pacific Fishery Management Council’s IFQ proposal fails to fully address these 
objectives.  
 
Catch shares are one instrument within the suite of tools available to fisheries 
managers, and they are employed in fisheries worldwide as a means of promoting 
economic efficiency. However, the Magnuson-Stevens Act also requires inclusion of 
social and ecological considerations. In order to adequately meet economic, social 
and ecological sustainability requirements, the Council’s proposal must be 
reconsidered.  
 
At present, the Council needs to take a step back and address several shortcomings 
in the program’s design. These fixes would improve market efficiency, strengthen 
conservation and ensure fair catch shares for the men and women, and communities 
that depend on the commercial groundfish fishery for their livelihood. The Council will 
be setting a precedent for fisheries of the future, and in so doing shouldn’t repeat the 
mistakes of the past. 
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